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Abstract

Digital games for learning are one of the most prominent examples of the use of

technologies in the classroom, where numerous studies have presented promis-

ing results among children and adolescents. However, scarce evidence exists

regarding different ways of implementing games within the classroom and how

those affect students’ learning and behaviors. In this study we explore the effect

that collaboration can have in digital gameplay in a K12 context. More specifi-

cally, we have designed a 2x2 experimental study in which high school first year

students participated in solo or collaborative gameplay in pairs, solving puzzles

of diverse difficulty, using Shadowspect, a digital game on geometry. Our main

results, computed by applying learning analytics on the trace data results, sug-

gest that students playing solo had higher in-game engagement and solved more

puzzles, while students collaborating were less linear in their pathways, skip-

ping more tutorial levels and were more exploratory with Shadowspect features.

These significant differences that we observe in solo and collaborative gameplay

call for more experimentation around the effect of having K12 students collab-

orate on digital tasks, so that teachers can take better decisions about how to

implement these practices in the classrooms of the future.
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1. Introduction

Around the world, educational technology is being introduced slowly into

the classroom and holds the potential to have a transformative effect on the ed-

ucational landscape Baumöl & Bockshecker (2017). One of the most prominent

examples is the use of digital games for learning De Freitas (2006). Numerous5

authors Prensky (2003); Shaffer (2006); Gee (2003) have expressed that well de-

signed digital games represent outstanding opportunities for learning through an

enjoyable experience. Playing video games is essential part of young generation’s

daily life Buckingham & Willett (2013). A recent report on media consumption

Ofcom (2019), builds profile snapshots by age, estimating that 40% of kids 3-410

years old play games for nearly 6 hours a week, 66% of kids 5-7 for 9 hours a

week, 81% of kids 8-11 for around 10 hours a week and 77% of kids 12-15 for

12 hours a week. Many studies provide ample evidence that using video games

with children and adolescents can support various skills and life outcomes such

as academic domain-specific learning including science Li (2013); Council et al.15

(2011) and math Divjak & Tomić (2011); Starkey (2013), executive functions

Homer et al. (2018), involvement in real life sports Adachi & Willoughby (2016)

or for acquiring health knowledge Baranowski et al. (2016).

While many teachers report a positive attitude towards games being used

in K12 classrooms and believe that they can improve learning and curriculum,20

the actual number of teachers who are implementing digital games in their

curriculum is contrarily low De Grove et al. (2012); Pastore & Falvo (2010).

One of the main implementation barriers reported by teachers is uncertainty

and limited literature about how to actually effectively implement games in the

classroom Watson & Yang (2016); An & Cao (2017), and thus there is a necessity25

to support evidence-based decision making regarding how different teachers’

decisions impact students’ experiences when implementing games in classrooms.
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One strong attraction for teachers to use games in classroom is because of the

belief that it is a powerful tool to foster collaboration among students and

develop 21st Century skills such as collaborative problem solving Kim & Shute30

(2015). In this experimental case study, we explore what the effect of having

students play a game solo vs. with others is, with the ultimate goal of supporting

teachers’ implementation decisions for game-based curriculum. A few studies

compared solo vs. social play in commercial gaming contexts Arellano et al.

(2016); Kaye & Bryce (2014), but little work is done in educational games,35

especially using in-game analytics. Given that learning games are frequently

introduced as classroom activities Squire (2005), the existence of barriers to

effectively implementing game-based learning Watson & Yang (2016); An &

Cao (2017) and the importance of collaboration to prepare younger generations

for the future UNESCO Bangkok (2016), educators would have more confidence40

in using games in classrooms if they knew what to expect from having students

play these games alone or collaboratively and the potential implications for their

learning.

We organize the rest of the manuscript in the following sections. Next Sec-

tion 2 reviews related literature and Section 3 presents the current case study.45

Section 4 details the methods of the study, including an overview of Shadowspect,

the context, experimental design, data and metrics. Section 5 presents the re-

sults and in Section 6 we discuss those results. Finally, in Section 7 we finalize

with conclusions and future follow-up ideas.

2. Literature Review50

2.1. Collaboration in Game-Based Learning

There are two related yet subtly different concepts for collaboration in the

context of game-based learning. First, collaborative game, refers to a specific

type of game that has explicit game mechanics that require two or more players

to work on joint tasks or quests Berland & Lee (2011). Second, collaborative55

gameplay, is a broader category that describes non-competitive gameplay where
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two or more players socially engaging while playing together with a common

objective in mind. Note that this can involve various forms; playing a collabo-

rative game, collaborating with each other while playing a single-player game,

or sharing a single device while playing a single-player game.60

Numerous authors have brought up the potential of collaborative gameplay

Voulgari & Komis (2008); Marfisi-Schottman & George (2014); Wendel et al.

(2010, 2012); Papastergiou (2008). For example, collaborative learning can help

students prepare for future job skills Hamalainen (2008), to improve the flow

state through collaboration in game-based learning Admiraal et al. (2011) or65

facilitate peer learning by sharing skills or knowledge otherwise not available if

they would be playing alone Wendel et al. (2010). Some of these characteristics

have been attributed to commercial Massively Multiplayer Online Games as well

Voulgari & Komis (2008).

There is mixed evidence, however, regarding how different choices, i.e., solo70

vs. collaborative, would influence the learners’ experience and ultimately what

they learn from the experience. In general, collaborative gameplay have pos-

itive effects in terms of learners’ experience and affective state. For instance,

a study (N = 302) performed a retrospective rating of the flow experience and

post-gameplay mood on solo and collaborative game play experiences through75

a questionnaire, and found a significantly higher positive mood in social game-

play Kaye & Bryce (2014). Another study explored differences in physiological

signals, measured via heart rate, in solo, competitive and collaborative games,

and reported that while competition evoked tense behaviors in players, collab-

oration generated more relaxed and positive situations Arellano et al. (2016).80

However, simply playing together does not mean that players will productively

collaborate. For example, Shih and colleagues conducted a cases study with the

digital problem-solving game William Adventure, where they observed that the

results of collaborative activities were importantly dependent on collaboration

strategies and models, but in any case were positive from a cognitive viewpoint85

Shih et al. (2010).

Few studies also investigated the effect of collaborative gameplay on learning.
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Ke and colleagues compared (N = 120) 5th graders playing a math game solo vs.

collaborative, and found no impact of this social aspect on learning outcomesKe

& Grabowski (2007). Similarly, another study (N = 58) compared middle school90

students playing the arithmetic game FactorReactor in three modes: solo, com-

petitive, and collaborative. The findings suggested that both social modes,

competitive and collaborative, increased the situational interest more than solo

play, but it was the competition mode that enabled more in-game learning Plass

et al. (2013).95

In summary, the interplay between these social possibilities for game-based

learning requires further investigation to provide better insights in terms of

how these choices influence learners’ behaviors in the game as well as learning

outcomes. It remains unclear why educators should encourage collaborative

gameplay and how this choice could influence players’ experience and learning.100

In addition, previous studies largely relied on external measures (e.g., question-

naires or post-test) rather than using in-game behavioral measures, therefore,

offer a limited view regarding how learner engaged with the game.

2.2. Interplay of Collaboration with Difficulty

While collaboration can be a means to promote active learning when the105

learner finds the task difficult van Drie et al. (2005), task difficulty also affects

the effectiveness of collaborative learning. For example, in a study where five-

year-olds were told to complete easy or hard puzzles, either alone or with a

partner Arterberry et al. (2007); as an additional condition, half the children

were told that their work would be graded and the other half were not. The110

results showed that when interacting with easy puzzles, performance was better

working with a partner than alone, and when working under the evaluation

condition. The role of difficulty is of particular interest to educational games.

For example, Gee (2010) argues that players learn best in games that offer

properly organized problems that push them toward the outer limits of what Gee115

calls their “region of competence.” When students play a game in classrooms,

it is often natural for more competent students to share their tips or to observe
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students seeking help from others. Given difficulty is a key game element that

affects players’ experience and performance, we were interested in investigating

how difficulty of the game levels would interact with collaborative gameplay.120

3. Current Study

To address the gap identified in the literature review, we conducted a 2x2

factorial experiment to investigate the influence of gameplay style (solo or col-

laborative gameplay) when using the geometry game Shadowspect, while also

varying puzzle complexity with the second factor. The gameplay style condition125

entangles either having students play solo or collaboratively in pairs. The puz-

zle complexity condition involves one set of puzzle levels slightly more difficult

than the other. All conditions include a set of tutorial levels that are the same

to establish a common baseline ability. Our initial hypothesis is that the social

learning experience in the collaborative gameplay could lead to additional ways130

to interact and explore a digital game Bressler et al. (2018). More precisely, we

hypothesized that learners would interact with more features of the game when

playing collaboratively, but would also demonstrate more off-task behaviors due

to this exploration. Moreover, we expect an interplay between the collaborative

gameplay style and task difficulty, since the added coordination between the135

dyad members could be a handicap to solving a simple puzzle, while having two

pairs of eyes looking at how to solve a complex puzzle could be useful, when

compared to individual work in easy and complex tasks respectively.

In order to answer our overarching question regarding the effect of individ-

ual vs. collaborative gameplay in how students engaged with the game, we will140

follow a data-driven approach by implementing game learning analytics Freire

et al. (2016) using the trace data that learners generated when interacting with

Shadowspect in each experimental condition. The concept of engagement that

we measure is related to the degree of activity or attention someone gives to

certain tasks over some period of time Martey et al. (2014); Ruiperez-Valiente145

et al. (2020), which can be linked to their intrinsic interest, curiosity, and moti-
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vation Chapman (1997). We establish the following research question (RQ) to

answer through this experiment:

RQ What is the effect of solo vs. collaborative gameplay in terms of:

1. Tutorial and puzzle level completion.150

2. Level pathways.

3. In-game engagement metrics.

4. Methods

4.1. Shadowspect Overview

Shadowspect1 is a 3D digital educational game. Shadowspect lies within the155

category of puzzle games (like the Witness or Bridge Builder). Shadowspect has

clearly-defined goals, rules, obstacles for the players to overcome and provides

only intrinsic rewards (satisfaction for getting the right answer). Each puzzle

presents a number of silhouette views for a 3D figure where each figure is built

by using a series of 3D geometric primitives such as cubes, cylinders, spheres,160

cones or pyramids. The player then selects a set of geometric primitives to

recreate a 3D figure by using the 3D game environment.

Figure 1 shows two example puzzles in Shadowspect, with some zones delim-

ited by red parallelograms and a letter to facilitate the following description.

When students enter a puzzle, they see a description (A) and they receive a set of165

silhouettes (B) from different views that represent the figure they need to build.

Students can create (C) cubes, pyramids, ramps, cylinders, cones and spheres.

Additionally, some puzzles might set up constraints, such as using a maximum

number of objects, or a maximum number of shapes of each type. Learners can

use several tools (D) to achieve in-game goals, moving, rotating, and scaling170

shapes around the stage to match the silhouettes provided. Additionally, they

can delete and select multiple shapes at the same time. Students change the

1Playable version online at https://shadowspect.org/
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camera view (E) to see the figure they are building from different perspectives

and then use the ‘Snapshot’ functionality (G) to generate the silhouette from

the current view. Snapshots can help them know if their shapes match any175

of the solution silhouettes. Finally, they can submit (G) their current shapes,

and the system will evaluate if their solution is correct and provide them with

feedback.

Shadowspect allows players to build 3D figures, developing their geometric,

dimensional, and spatial reasoning skills while having an enjoyable experience.180

In addition, Shadowspect is designed explicitly as a formative assessment tool

to measure math content standards, thus teachers can use it in their core math

curriculum. In addition to the content standards, the game also measures cogni-

tive and noncognitive skills such as spatial reasoning, creativity, and persistence.

During the case study, students interacted with a Shadowspect version which185

had 9 tutorial levels and 12 puzzle levels. These levels have been implemented

by the game designer in collaboration with a geometry expert to map the levels

with the following four Geometry Common Core State Standards:

• MG.1: Use geometric shapes, their measures, and their properties to de-

scribe objects (e.g., modeling a tree trunk or a human torso as a cylinder).190

• GMD.4: Identify the shapes of two-dimensional cross-sections of three-

dimensional objects, and identify three-dimensional objects generated by

rotations of two-dimensional objects.

• CO.5: Given a geometric figure and a rotation, reflection, or translation,

draw the transformed figure using, e.g., graph paper, tracing paper, or195

geometry software. Specify a sequence of transformations that will carry

a given figure onto another.

• CO.6: Use geometric descriptions of rigid motions to transform figures

and to predict the effect of a given rigid motion on a given figure; given

two figures, use the definition of congruence in terms of rigid motions to200

decide if they are congruent.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Examples of two puzzles in Shadowspect with red parallelograms delimiting different

game functionalities.
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Factors
Play

Solo Collaborative

Difficulty
Easy

SoloEasy

(n=31, n5min=26)

CollEasy

(n=16, n5min=12)

Hard
SoloHard

(n=22, n5min=19)

CollHard

(n=21, n5min=17)

Table 1: The four conditions of the experiment and the associated label where n indicates

the number of students that engaged with Shadowspect within the condition, and n5min the

number of students that were active within the game for at least 5 minutes.

In addition to the puzzle mode, Shadowspect also includes a sandbox mode,

which does not have any particular objective or finishing condition besides let-

ting students build whatever they want, similar to Minecraft or TinkerCAD.

4.2. Context and Experimental Design205

The experiment took place during a two-day event at a high school in Mas-

sachusetts. This event sought to expose students to diverse technologies and

activities that could encourage them to develop future-ready skills and edu-

cational opportunities in STEM fields like computer science. All of the ninth

graders were divided in groups of around 15-20 students by randomly assigning210

them to a group. Eight of these groups participated in this experiment.

We designed a full factorial experiment with two factors where each factor

has two levels Mee (2009), hence we have a 2x2 factorial design with a total

of four conditions. The operationalization of the experiment was cohort-based,

since the assignment of students to groups was randomized, which should avoid215

potential cohort bias. We will also use the labels Solo or Collaborative for

all cohorts that played under that condition, no matter the difficulty condition.

Each session was 75 minutes long, and we had a total of eight sessions.

Therefore, we administered each one of the conditions to two sessions total. In

each one of the sessions, at least one researcher was present to guarantee that220

the method was administered properly, and there were also one or two proctors
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from the school helping to facilitate the sessions smoothly. Each session was

organized as follows:

• Presentation of Shadowspect (5 minutes). We explained to the stu-

dents what Shadowspect is and what we were going to do during the ses-225

sion. Then we went through one tutorial level explaining the controls of

the game and objectives, so that the learning curve was less abrupt. All

of this was conducted through the reading of a script, to guarantee that

we provided the same information in all sessions. The only difference was

that in the Solo condition, we encouraged students to play alone, while in230

the Collaborative condition we encouraged them to play in pairs. The

desks in the classroom in the Solo condition were arranged apart from

each other, while in the Collaborative condition desks were arranged in

4-person workstations. Students sat in these desks following the order of

arrival to the session without intervention from the researchers or proctors.235

• Interaction with Shadowspect (50 minutes). During this time, stu-

dents were free to interact with the game. We encouraged them to start

interacting with the tutorial levels, and to finish them before moving to

the puzzle levels, but we did not force them to do so. The tutorial en-

compassed a series of levels designed for a first-time player to learn all of240

the functionalities and concepts of Shadowspect in a scaffolded succession

of levels. The puzzle set was comprised of standalone levels that assume

that the student knows the different features of the game. It is important

to point out again that in all conditions the set of tutorial levels was the

same, after which there was a difference of difficulty between the puzzle245

sets of the Easy and Hard conditions. The difficulty of levels was assessed

by the game designer of Shadowspect and empirical data obtained through

playtesting. Finally, the instructors in the session helped students to un-

derstand how to play Shadowspect but did not solve puzzles for students.

• Stop playing and career talk (15 minutes). We asked students to250

stop playing and we helped them connect the different technologies and
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applications of Shadowspect with career choices in the areas of computer

science and technology. We took some questions from students.

• Fill out reflections (5 minutes). Before finishing the sessions, students

filled out a short survey about how they felt about the activity.255

4.3. Data Collection

Because Shadowspect was designed as a game-based assessment system, any

interactions that students had with the game are automatically stored as de-

tailed data. This also allowed us to reconstruct the gameplay process that

students underwent to solve each puzzle. There is a hard cutoff of data based260

on the time when students were supposed to stop playing (see previous Sub-

section 4.2), as some motivated students kept playing while the instructor was

talking or played at home after the session.

We did not keep track of the exact number of students that were in the

classroom within each session, but instead we used the game data to count265

them. It was also the case that a small number of students decided not to en-

gage with the activity. Because their participation was entirely voluntary, the

research team did not force them play the game. As part of the initial data

cleaning and pre-processing, we established a minimum of 5 active minutes

(i.e., active time is defined in next Subsection) interacting with Shadowspect270

to include that user/dyad into the final analysis. Table 1 shows the different

conditions and labels assigned to each one of them, with n indicating the num-

ber of students that interacted with Shadowspect within that condition, and

n5min, which is the number of students that were active for at least 5 minutes

with Shadowspect within that condition. Then, the final numbers of the exper-275

iment included 26 and 19 individual students for the SoloEasy and SoloHard

conditions respectively, and 12 and 17 dyads for the CollEasy and CollHard

conditions respectively. In global numbers, these users triggered more than

60,000 in-game events, used the game for a total of 41 hours, and solved almost

600 levels.280
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4.4. Metrics

The process and steps that we followed to design and select the in-game

metrics to evaluate the experiment were as follows:

1. Formation of a team between Shadowspect designers, learning analytics

researcher and assessment scientist, that had been involved in the devel-285

opment of the game and its mechanics.

2. Team brainstorm to design metrics that can respond to the research ques-

tions established as part of the experiment.

3. Technical implementation of metrics through applying data mining tech-

niques to the game trace data.290

We use the following metrics to compare the effect of the different conditions

in how students engaged with the game:

• n events: Total number of events triggered within the game (every action

performed by a student in Shadowspect is recorded as an event).

• active time: Amount of active time in minutes establishing an inactivity295

threshold of 60 seconds (i.e., if the time between two events is above 60

seconds, the user is considered to be inactive during that time and that

time is omitted from the computation).

• n started: Number of levels that were started.

• n completed: Number of levels that were completed.300

• p abandon: Percentage between the number of finished and started levels

i.e., 100 ∗ (n completed/n started).

• avg time completed: Average time per level completed i.e., active time/n completed

in minutes. Denotes how fast they are able to solve levels.

• avg actions time: Average number of actions performed by a student per305

minute; higher values indicate higher degrees of fluency with the game.
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• median start to exit: Represents the median of the number of minutes

between accessing a level and exiting a level without being able to solve

the level. It is a measure of how long they persist when trying to solve a

level.310

• n different events: Total number of different events triggered by the

student from the total of 25 different events.

• n click nothing: We log the clicks performed by students in the screen

that did not trigger any functionality (i.e., a click in no particular element

or button of the game) and this metric measures the number of those clicks.315

We do this for two reasons, 1) for potential user interface debugging and

more importantly 2) to analyze when students might engage in erratic

random clicking around the interface.

• n paint events: There is a paint functionality that allows students to

paint shapes in eight different colors. Although this feature is more ori-320

ented towards students playing in sandbox mode, it is still enabled during

puzzle mode because we are interested in tracking when students go off

the main task of solving the puzzles. This metric measures the number of

paint events triggered by a student.

We note that some of these metrics might be computed separately for tutorial325

and puzzle levels in different sections of the manuscript, with the objective of

further deepening into a differential analysis.

5. Results

The results section presents comparison between groups and conditions to

respond the research questions. In order to find if a difference on a quantitative330

variable is statistically significant we report the difference between means of

each group, Student’s t-Test with its p-value, and the effect size via Cohen’s d.
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Figure 2: Boxplot visualization with the metrics separated by level type (tutorial on the top

and puzzles on the bottom) and condition.

5.1. Overview of Metrics for Each Condition

This first subsection presents results divided by each one of the four con-

ditions in the experiment using a series of in-game metrics. Moreover, in this335

section these metrics are presented separately for tutorial and puzzle levels due

to a twofold rationale: 1) The tutorial puzzles are heavily scaffolded for the pur-

pose of helping players learn how to play the game 2) Since the tutorial levels

are exactly the same for all conditions, we can use level completion and fluency

metrics in the tutorial to determine the initial game fluency of each cohort.340

The set of metrics that we present are as follows: First, active time to

measure the overall time invested, then n started, n completed and p abandon

to measure the specific interaction with puzzles, and lastly avg time completed

and avg actions time to infer a level of ability or game fluency. Figure 2

presents a boxplot visualization with all of these metrics separated by condition345

and type of level.
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5.1.1. Initial Gaming Ability

We expected that the Solo or Collaborative play styles would have a

significant effect on how students interact with the game. However, we first

needed to investigate if all four groups were equivalent in terms of their initial350

gaming ability. Therefore, we performed a 1 by 1 comparison for each play mode

condition separately to measure each group’s gaming ability with this specific

game. To perform the inference, we use the n completed, avg time completed

and avg actions time on the tutorial levels.

First, if we compare SoloEasy and SoloHard we find that SoloHard resolved355

more tutorial levels with an average of 8.11 compared to 6.7 (t = 1.7, p =

0.09, d = 0.53), solved these levels faster with an avg time completed of 2.28

minutes per level compared to 3.2 (t = 2.4, p = 0.02, d = 0.72), and performed

more actions per minute with an avg actions time of 18.7 compared to 16.33

(t = 3, p = 0.004, d = 0.91).360

Analogously, once we compare CollEasy and ColdHard we observe that

ColdHard resolved more tutorial levels with an average of 4.8 compared to 3.2

(t = 1.4, p = 0.17, d = 0.6), solved these levels faster with an avg time completed

of 1.97 minutes per level compared to 3.8 (t = 3, p = 0.01, d = 1.43), and per-

formed more actions per minute with an avg actions time of 17.78 compared365

to 15.2 (t = 1.97, p = 0.06, d = 0.84).

In summary, this indicates that in both Solo and Collaborative play

modes, the t-tests and effect size suggest that the cohort that received the Hard

condition have a statistically significant higher initial level of game fluency based

on how they performed in the tutorial levels.370

5.1.2. Effect of the Difficulty Condition

We reported in the previous subsection a statistically significant higher game

fluency for both conditions that received the harder set of puzzle levels. In this

subsection, we perform a similar comparison, but on the puzzle set metrics, in

order to measure if the difficulty condition had any effect.375

For the Solo condition, when we compare the number of completed puz-
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zle levels, we see that actually SoloHard completed on average 4.1 puzzle

levels compared to 2.4 puzzle levels for SoloEasy (t = 2.3, p = 0.02, d =

0.78). The number of actions per minute for SoloHard is still higher with

an avg actions time of 25.6 compared to 19.7 (t = 3.09, p = 0.004, d = 1.04),380

but now avg time completed is not significant anymore.

For the Collaborative condition we find that once we compare CollEasy

and ColdHard, there is not a statistically significant difference between the

means of n completed, avg time completed or avg actions time on the puz-

zle levels.385

As a summary, although the creation of cohorts followed a random protocol,

we observe that in both cases, the cohorts that received the Hard condition had

a significantly higher level of gaming ability based on the performance metrics

in the tutorial levels. We think that these differences in gaming ability between

groups heavily influenced gameplay such that when analyzing puzzle completion,390

the SoloHard cohort was able to solve more puzzles than SoloEasy, which is

the opposite of the expected outcome, and that there was not an statistically

significant difference in the case of CollEasy and ColdHard.

5.2. Effect of Solo vs. Collaborative Gameplay

In this subsection, we focus on the results regarding our research question in395

terms of effect of the collaboration condition. To answer this issue, we collapse

metrics together for both SoloEasy and SoloHard for the Solo condition, and

CollEasy and ColdHard for the Collaborative condition.

5.2.1. Interaction with Tutorial and Puzzle Levels

Analogously to the previous visualization in Figure 2, Figure 3 also compares400

the metrics active time, n started, n completed, p abandon, avg time completed

and avg actions time, but now between the collapsed Solo and Collaborative

conditions.

After collapsing, some patterns become more apparent. For the tutorial

level metrics, the Solo cohorts invested a higher active time of 19 minutes405
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Figure 3: Boxplot with metrics regarding how students engaged with the game by play style

condition (solo and collaborative play).

compared to 10 (t = 3.5, p = 0.001, d = 0.97), a higher average n started of

7.9 compared to 4.8 (t = 4.2, p � 0.01, d = 1.22), and a higher average of

n completed of 7.3 compared to 4 (t = 4.4, p � 0.01, d = 1.2). However, there

was not a statistical difference in game fluency for the avg time completed and

avg actions time metrics.410

For the puzzle level metrics, the Solo cohorts show slightly higher aver-

age of n completed with 3.2 compared to 2.7 and avg actions time with

22.5 compared to 18.5, and lower p abandon with 43% compared to 52% and

avg time completed 5.8 mins per puzzle compared to 7.1, but none of these

are statistically significant except for avg actions time (t = 2.7, p = 0.008, d =415

0.68).

5.2.2. Level Pathways

This section applies graph analysis to explore what were the actual level

pathways for each play style condition. Figure 4 shows the graphs represent-
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ing the started levels transitions, with a) for the Solo cohort and b) for the420

Collaborative cohort. In both graphs, each node represents a level, with green

for tutorials and purple for puzzles. The initial state is called INIT in orange,

and the sandbox level is called SAND in blue. Then, the thickness of the line

represents the frequency that students under that condition move between these

two levels.425

Therefore, the main interpretation of these graphs is quite straightforward.

While students in the Solo condition moved through Shadowspect quite linearly

and following the proposed order, starting from the tutorial levels and then

moving and advancing through the puzzle levels, this is not the case for the

Collaborative condition where this linear progress was not the main trend430

and students moved through the different levels of Shadowspect with a much

higher entropy. We can formalize this degree of entropy by presenting two

standard graph statistics such as the average degree, with is 4.5 for Solo and

5.5 for Collaborative that implies that Collaborative is more connected,

or the standard deviation of the edge weights conforming each graph, which435

would be 1.74 for Solo and 1.09 for Collaborative which implies that the

Collaborative graph is more dispersed and the entropy is higher.

5.2.3. In-game Engagement Metrics

The last subsection in Figure 5 shows results by computing a series of global

metrics, instead of dividing by tutorial and puzzle levels. First, active time440

and n events can provide insights regarding the level of engagement within

the game; we can see that students in the Solo condition engaged with the

game more, with an average active time of 35 minutes compared to 29 (t =

2.1, p = 0.03, d = 0.5) and an average n events of 890 events compared to

709 (t = 2.3, p = 0.02, d = 0.52). Then, we use median start to exit as a445

measure of persistence in trying to solve a puzzle, and we find lower persistence

in the Collaborative condition with an average median start to exit of 3.2

minutes compared to 4.6 (t = 1.7, p = 0.08, d = 0.44).

The metrics n different events and n paint events represent if students
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Figure 4: Directed graph of started levels by play style.
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Figure 5: Boxplot with metrics regarding how students engaged with the game by play style

condition (solo and collaborative play).

explored out of the box features that were not required to solve puzzles, and450

although we see that the Collaborative cohort has a slightly superior average of

n different events with 21 different events compared to 20.4 and an average

of n paint events with 0.81 compared to 0.43, these two differences in means

are not statistically significant.

Finally, students in the Collaborative condition tended to do more random455

clicking with an average of n click nothing of 2.21 clicks compared to 1.7

(t = 1.8, p = 0.07, d = 0.44).

6. Discussion

6.1. Differences between Gameplay Styles

Our initial hypothesis was that a Collaborative play mode could make460

students slightly less engaged with the game environment and tasks, due to more

talking, switching controls, exchange of ideas and social interactions, which in

turn could be helpful to actually make students more engaged with the overall
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activity and less prone to disengage due to problems solving puzzles, but at the

same time could make students slower to solve simple tasks.465

Based on the data-driven engagement analytics, we observed a number of

significant differences in how students interacted with Shadowspect between the

Solo and Collaborative conditions. Students were encouraged to first solve

tutorial levels and then move on to the puzzle levels, however, Shadowspect

does not enforce that linearity as all levels are unlocked from the beginning470

and students can always quit a level and move to another one. As a result, we

found that students in the Collaborative condition were much less linear in

how they advanced through the levels, whereas Solo students advanced much

more linearly, as recommended in the scripted chat. This might have caused

one of the most noteworthy statistical differences, which is that students in the475

Collaborative condition solved an average of four tutorial levels compared to

the 7.3 of the Solo condition–and note this was not directly related to struggle

with these levels, but because they did not even access the additional tutorial

levels. This could be explained by the pair feeling overconfident or failing to

establish roles to productively negotiate different ideas.480

Other differences that we observed include that students playing Solo had

statistically significant higher in-game engagement metrics in terms of more

active time and n events, and that students under the Collaborative condi-

tion explored more due to a higher number of n different events and n paints,

though these were not statistically significant. This could be explained by social485

interactions and dynamics within the pair. For instance, turn-taking and ne-

gotiating commonly occur in collaborative play Koivula et al. (2017), and this

might have led to more exploration among possible set of choices (e.g., “Should

I click this?” or “Why don’t you try this shape?”). This is also consistent with

the finding that despite Collaborative students spent more time interacting490

with puzzle levels, they were able to solve fewer of them than Solo students.

One key detail to add is that even though in the Collaborative condition

students engaged less with the game, this does not necessarily mean that they

were less engaged with the overall activity. More nuanced approaches would be
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required to monitor and match how the dyads interacted with each other (e.g.,495

looking at their conversations) physically outside the game environment. We

also observed a higher prevalence of unproductive clicks and slightly lower per-

sistence for Collaborative condition. The former can be related to previous

research which found that preschoolers engage in random clicking when they do

not know when to complete a task Plowman & Stephen (2005).500

There are some limitations to these findings, such as that we did not perform

a systematic random pairing for the Collaborative condition, we did not collect

other sources of data (like qualitative observations or video feed) and that we did

not perform a pre- and post-test design to assess the effect on learning. However,

we did not plan this experiment to have a confirmatory resolution on the effect on505

learning, instead we were aiming to analyze differences in how learners engaged

with the game and to evaluate those differences based on in-game trace data,

which is a novel approach that scales up to large groups. The results from

this experiment support clear differences regarding in-game engagement metrics

between the two groups, raising the idea that the effect of sharing a computer510

with interactive environments in the classroom is something that deserves more

experimental research. Future studies following this line of work can address

the effect on learning by performing experiments with more sessions and pre-

and post-test designs, as well as capturing additional qualitative observations

about the collaboration.515

6.2. Implementing Gameplay Sessions in the Classroom

Game-based learning is multifaceted and multiple factors are at play Plass

et al. (2015). Previous studies suggested that collaborative gameplay facilitated

better in-game performance than solo play Shih et al. (2010); Plass et al. (2013).

However, in our results we found lower level completion in Collaborative com-520

pared to Solo gameplay, and a more exploratory behavior of Shadowspect fea-

tures in the case of the Collaborative style. One of the potential factors

influencing these results could be that the activity was completely ungraded.

Previous work has found that students interacted in a different way when work-
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ing alone or paired if the activity was graded or not Arterberry et al. (2007).525

Another possibility to consider is that the play time might have been too lim-

ited to really achieve mastery in the game, especially if they were collaborating.

Previous work has found that when comparing solo vs collaborative game play,

some of the strategies selected by the students collaborating were less efficient

and error-prone, and that perhaps more time was necessary to achieve a higher530

joint game fluency than students playing alone Plass et al. (2013). This could

also be influenced by the actual collaboration implementation that we did, i.e.,

having students sit together with a single laptop and switch controls; previous

work has explored different ways to implement collaboration with games, for ex-

ample, by using games that support multi-mouse control or augmented reality535

markers Echeverŕıa et al. (2012). These alternative options and others should

be considered by teachers implementing game collaboration in the classroom.

Another factor to consider is the sociocultural influence of having students

to play alone or together. As usual in multicultural K12 settings, there are big

differences in how each learner engages socially with each other learner, with540

some of them being very extroverted while playing Shadowspect, and others

silently playing the game. For the individual condition, students were sitting

at individual tables and most of them were focused on their computers, some

of them quietly focused on the task and others talking with friends from a

distance, bragging about the puzzles they completed or challenging their friends.545

The students who worked in pairs were sitting in clusters of around four desks

facing each other. Most students were willing to work with whomever they

were sitting next to, and they shared one computer between them. They looked

at the screen together and either discussed the levels frequently while taking

turns controlling the mouse, or watched each other explore the controls and550

solve problems, occasionally chiming in with comments and suggestions. In

both cases, some students who did not like the activity or struggled, quickly

disengaged with the game and barely did anything during the session, sometimes

performing an off-task activity at their desks or talking to other peers. However,

pairing up students was helpful to avoid this issue, as if one of the students was555
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less fluent in the geometry game, the support of the other student would make

the first student less likely to quit.

Previous work found that some students prefer individual playing methods

instead of collaborative ones Hamalainen (2008), or that students might feel

higher levels of stress during competitive gameplay Romero et al. (2012). One560

first thought could be to try to accommodate for different students’ prefer-

ences when implementing these experiences. However, another point of view is

that these different game play styles can be seen as a feature, since each game

style can reinforce different skills. For example, solo play could reinforce the

self-efficacy and independence of students, collaborative gameplay the commu-565

nication and teamwork skills, competitive gameplay the capacity to work under

pressure and focus; all of these are important future-ready skills. Therefore,

developers should consider implementing learning games that support different

game play styles, so that teachers can rotate between different game styles to

get the best of each mode.570

Although we did not conduct systematic observations as part of this study,

we can report anecdotally that there was plenty of student interaction and a

range of affect elicited from the gameplay. The overall perception is that stu-

dents enjoyed the activity and it helped them become more interested in com-

puter science courses (based on feedback from the high school staff). Students575

expressed in the feedback survey how they felt about the session in terms of

“Happy”, “OK” or “Sad”. Our perceived enjoyment is aligned with the feed-

back survey where 83% of students (N = 147) reported feeling “Happy” or “OK”

during the session. While we could not separate the feedback by condition, it

would have been interesting to see if the collaborative style had any effect on580

enjoyment, as previous work has found that collaborative and competitive play

were more enjoyable than solo play Plass et al. (2013).
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7. Conclusions

We have performed a cohort-based factorial experiment focusing on the effect

of solo vs. collaborative gameplay using the digital geometry game Shadowspect585

with high school first year students. The main findings include that students

playing Solo had a higher in-game engagement and solved more levels, while

Collaborative students were less linear in their gameplay patterns (i.e., skip-

ping more tutorial levels and demonstrating more exploratory behaviors with

Shadowspect features). Our results do not necessarily imply one gameplay mode590

or the other is good or bad, but we want to raise awareness that we see signifi-

cantly different outcomes in how students engaged with the game and the social

interaction that emerges by having students working alone or in dyads. Educa-

tors who want to incorporate games in classrooms can take these findings into

account to implement learning games more effectively in their classrooms. For595

example, when deciding to have students work individually or collaboratively,

if the goal is having students complete a given task most efficiently, then the

educator might want students to work individually. If the digital environment

is more open-ended and has great affordances for exploration, then the educator

might consider collaborative play.600

Overall, the feedback from students was positive. The students reported

that this was a nice exposure to alternative playful approaches for learning of

academic topics such as math that are usually regarded as boring. They also

reported that this experience made them more interested in technology and com-

puter science for their upcoming selection of elective classes. This experiment605

using in-game metrics demonstrates the potential of learning analytics to provide

insights about how students approached the game beyond their performances.

However, it also exemplifies its limitations; for example, we cannot know if lower

levels of activity within the game can be translated to more disengaged students,

or if it meant that students were engaging outside the game environment, which610

could also be quite positive for the learning process depending on the type of

activity. Additional data collection method in the future can connect in-game
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metrics with external activities by either using multimodal approaches (e.g., im-

age and voice processing) or by systematically coding what students are doing.

We utilized the common tutorial levels as a pre-test measurement, however we615

found that learners within the Collaborative condition tended to skip some of

these tutorials because following the pre-established sequence of puzzles in the

game was not mandatory. This highlights the complexity of anticipating human

behavior, specially when working with groups of kids with diverse backgrounds

and interests in a classroom. Future experiments might want to consider ad-620

ministering external pre- and post-tests, or perhaps making some game levels

mandatory to provide a suitable and less-obtrusive in-game equivalent to such

tests.

We believe that these findings are interesting as the first experiment that

investigates different play patterns using analytics and calls for additional ex-625

periments around solo and collaborative approaches in digital games and other

digital tasks in the classroom, especially in K12 settings where digital games

can play a key role to maintain students motivated and engaged in critical ages.

We plan to deepen our understanding of the effects of game play style with more

experiments on the role that collaboration can have in measures like persistence630

or creativity, and perhaps in other contexts, such as higher education.
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